
Pictish Carved Stone

Period:                         Early Historic (c. 300 - c. 1000 AD)
Material:                     stone
Possible composite  pigmentation?

is piece of sandstone has been carved to represent a small part of
the Hilton of Cadboll Pictish cross slab, which was up to 3m high
and 1.5m wide. Pictish stones are some of the most important
surviving objects from this period, containing clues about the people
who carved them. Here a bird is depicted with a plant winding
around it. Each line alternates between passing under or over each

other line it crosses.

Various types of stone were used.
Sandstone is relatively easy to carve,
although very large pieces such as
that required for the Hilton of
Cadboll stone (weighing 2 tons)
would have been difficult to source,
prepare and move. After drawing the
design onto the face, a wooden
mallet was used to tap an iron chisel
guided by the carver to remove
stone, leaving the design standing
proud. A small area in the corner has
been left unfinished in the example
in the box. Pictish stones may have
been painted to further enhance the
artwork.

It is very difficult to date stone, as it
does not contain carbon for radio-
carbon dating. Sometimes the stones have been moved around and
re-used. e back of the Hilton of Cadboll stone was chipped off to make it
into a grave stone in 1676. is makes it even more difficult to understand
the original context and purpose of these monuments.

How do we use stone monuments today?

What difference might colour make to the stones?
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See also:
When? Pictish

Carving with mallet and chisel

e back of the Hilton of
Cadboll stone 

e Hilton of Cadboll stone, now in
the NMS, Edinburgh
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e Experimental Archaeology: Learning about
Craft and Technology in the Past project was
funded by Historic Environment Scotland and
the Heritage Lottery Fund (now National
Lottery Heritage Fund). 
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